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About This Game

An Old School Fantasy FPS

You find yourself on a small floating island. A grumpy old man introduces you to your new gained powers.
During the game you learn new spells by defeating increasingly difficult monsters.

The ultimate goal is to defeat the dragon to be able to return to reality.

The Survival Mode throws 20 increasingly difficult waves of monsters at you.
Fight for a highscore in the online leaderboard by surviving as long as possible!

Key Features

5 versatile spells as weapons

10+ enemy types in two unique environments
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Fully dynamic lighting and weather

No time wasted! Short, polished experience
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I managed to get this for a bargain price of One Dollar through Indie Game Stand, it was a pre-release purchase and I was so
looking forward to this being released on Steam. That day finally arrived, and I played the game for less than ten minutes and
had to give up. I am gutted. The controls just.. DON'T WORK. I walked through various objects and walls. The speech text that
comes up on screen as characters talk is so annoying. I'll say it again - I'm gutted. What I thought was a bargain turned out to be
a waste of a dollar unfortunately. This game still feels like it's in Alpha. I hope that the many issues with this game get fixed as I
think the story idea behind it is really promising, but until it's fixed - avoid.. As I write this review, the overall user reviews is
MIXED. MIXED?!?!?! Are you \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing kidding me? This game is hard, you absolutely have to use a
keyboard and not mouse or better yet a controller. The level design is superb, the sound effects amazing, retro feel\/design and
implentation is outstanding. So many classic games wrapped into one, do your self a favor and give it a try. It's $5, and it's a
game that's challenging in a fair way, so you'll be back and glad you bought it.. easier and more "arcade" like than IL-2
sturmovik games but still enjoyed this game!. good game i only have one con that there is only 32mins of campain. Lots of
bugs..
(can get inside stones and more...)
good idiea of the game..can be cool game :D
Need alot of updates to fix alot!
4now this review is bad...[3/10]. I´m not skilled in shottin´ up games, and less skilled in hell bullet games, but this game is
rewarding!
Let´s say that it is easy for the hell bullet standards, but it is still challenging, and you´ll take quite sometime to finish it (unless
you´re skilled, and then you can finish it in a couple of hours!).
Bonus: not so hard to get achievements and trading cards!
Control: Just use the mouse. I died a couple of times, trying to control the phoenixes with the controller and the keyboard, until I
figured out that I should use the mouse! ;-P. There are 4 different difficulty levels with different puzzle designs. I recommend
that you begin with the easiest level;
I’ve tried the expert level first, and regretted it immediately.
Then I move from one type puzzle to almost entirely different of puzzle immidiately after one stage. This game fails to provide
some good learning curve experience.
Yeah, I could try another difficulty, but judging from the overall impression about the puzzle and the expert difficultty, no
thanks. Maybe this kind of puzzle better suits some math nerds, than casual puzzle gamer like me.

Even though it seems that the puzzle is fail to deliver, I find the short story in this game is interesting and fun with the puzzle
accompany the plot of the story are well designed enough. So instead of good math puzzle, I get good story.
That's fine by me, considering the price.

I'm not sure why some people leave the negative review and others are willingly up vote the review.
I mean like seriously, for God sake, is it bad just because the volume is too loud?? ( fyi, I find the volume is not that loud, about
the same volume like other games I’ve played before, and not even close to the point of annoying)
Even if it’s true, it's a very silly reason.
The music has some original pieces beside the stocks RPGM music, and I think it's good.

So, I recommend this game for someone who are looking for a good simple rpg story with some devilish Math problems (not
puzzle) in Hard/Expert difficulty.
Avoid this game if you are looking for some casual math puzzles.. This Game is a Blast !!! If you played H1Z1 (Just Survive)
this could be your next home. The game is still in Early Access sure theres some glitches But over all this is FUN and the Base
building is different (You have to fix the Generator and then fight waves of Zombie trying to smash it once you have occupied it
its not over you have to protect it ) Get your group for this one this is not a Lonewolf Game !!! ( Hint the Doors in the School
can only be opened once you have occupied it) Have Fun and I hope this helps Good Luck !!!!. Good and worth the money!. Do
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I recommend this game yes I do?
Having never played a football manager game before.
Really didn’t know what to expect.
Started of really badly think I went 40 games before my first win.
Decided to ask for help. Found a helper and private chatted with him on and off for a few days.
Read the game guide as he recommended and tbh there’s a lot but worth it if you want to succeed. He found me some free
signing recommended some to bid on from the transfer market. Also explained it takes a little time to work on team. And
starting squads were not very good well I found that out myself lol. So I released advertised my players.
Every one of them in fact think I got 10k in total He also told me to try to stick to one formation one tactic a lot of new
managers chop and change to much he told me To shorten this review now will say after a week of signing free players and
cheap buys from market I started to pull away in my qualifying league that was a bit of a wait a fair few days before games
became due.
Found by chatting in matches to managers some help in buying players
Found a few real legend players cheap and doubled my money on two in transfer window.
By the end of 3 weeks my total outlay was 2. 5 mill but received 3 mill in sales from my free signings and real legends I had
bought , had no starting squad players left now, it was my own squad and I had won qualifying group.
Joined an fa and now sit top of that in div 3 Looking forward to div2 next season Have played 25% of league games live against
other managers Again not fantastic but assured it does improve higher you go. Can only say I see negative managers in chat but I
think there often managers with a few teams.
Who seem only to be trying to upset others but its sorted out by a report button system and the community as a whole ban a
manager for a short time period from disrupting chat.
I see this as a good thing. Now do I have to play 24/7? No I do not.
How long do I need to play a day? Longer is probable better, but 10 to 20 mins can be enough.
Really enjoy my time in game. Love beating up the boys:]
Will come back with more after a few months.
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Best trading game out there.

I used to play it back in the day but I couldn't be arsed to find the CD/DVD so I just re-bought it on steam. Although it pains me
that due to OS, I cannot play the original Freedom Force, I am so thankful that I get a chance to finally play one of the Freedom
Force games. This appears to be just as fantastic as the original & it works post Win 7. If you are into Superheroes, TBS or
RPGs: pick this game up. You will not regret it.. This is the worst game I have ever played. Would buy again.. 9/10 This game is
really fun. kind of buggy though. you have to mess around with who is going to invite who for multiplayer and it often crashes
or glitches when starting up a game but once you get it it runs fine for the rest of the time you play. other than that, fun strategy,
cool graphics and art and a wonderful way to release pent up anger at life by toppling towers and collapsing tunnels. Make sure
you have some friends to play with the single player is kinda boring but multiplayer is really fun.. Audience ❤
☐ Beginner
☐ Casual Gamer
☑ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

�� Suitable For ��
☐ Kids
☐ Teens
☐ Adults
☐ Human
☑ Alien

�� PC Requirements ��
☑ Potato
☐ Decent
☐ Rich boiii....

☼ Graphics ☼
☑ Bad
☐ Decent
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music/Audio ♬
☐ Earrape
☐ Bad
☑ Not too bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic
☐ Eargasm

☠ Difficulties ☠
☐ Easy
☑ Average
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Insane
☐ Unfair
☐ Difficulty?

§ Bugs §
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs
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☐ Bugs destroy the game
☑ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☑ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Just don‘t
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☑ Boring
☐ Fun
☐ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
☑ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☐ It’s free!
☐ Worth the price
☐ Wait for Sale
☐ If u have some spare money left
☑ You could also just burn your money
☑ Don't buy
☑ Refund it if you can. A very nice game. Recommended!
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